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Abstract
The top-down guidance of visual attention is one of the main factors allowing hu-
mans to effectively process vast amounts of incoming visual information. Never-
theless we still lack a full understanding of the visual, semantic, and memory pro-
cesses governing visual attention. In this paper, we present a computational model
of visual search capable of predicting the most likely positions of target objects.
The model does not require a separate training phase, but learns likely target po-
sitions in an incremental fashion based on a memory of previous fixations. We
evaluate the model on two search tasks and show that it outperforms saliency alone
and comes close to the maximal performance of the Contextual Guidance Model
(CGM, Torralba, Oliva, Castelhano, & Henderson, 2006; Ehinger, Hidalgo-Sotelo,
Torralba, & Oliva, 2009), even though our model does not perform scene recogni-
tion or compute global image statistics. The search performance of our model can
be further improved by combining it with the CGM.

Keywords: visual search; contextual guidance; eye-tracking; incremental learning.

Introduction

Virtually every human activity occurs within a visual context and requires visual attention in
order to be successfully accomplished (Land & Hayhoe, 2001). When processing a visual scene,
humans have to localize objects, identify them, and establish the relations that hold between them.
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The eye-movements involved in these processes provide important information about the cognitive
processes that unfold during scene comprehension (Henderson, 2003).

Studies of free viewing (e.g., Yarbus, 1967; Einhauser, Spain, & Perona, 2008) have shown
that scan patterns on visual scenes can vary greatly between participants. On the other hand, the
task that participants have to perform drives visual attention, resulting in fixated regions that are
relatively consistent across participants both in search tasks (Torralba et al., 2006; Henderson, Mal-
colm, & Schandl, 2009) and in everyday activities (Pelz & Canosa, 2001; Hayhoe, Shrivastava,
Mruczek, & Pelz, 2003).

A number of models have been proposed to predict eye-movements during scene comprehen-
sion; they can be broadly divided into two categories. The first one consists of bottom-up models
exploiting low-level visual features to predict areas likely to be fixated. Several studies have shown
that certain features and their statistical unexpectedness attract human attention (e.g., Bruce & Tsot-
sos, 2006). Moreover, low-level features are believed to contribute to the selection of fixated areas,
especially for visual input that does not provide any useful high-level information (e.g., Peters, Iyer,
Itti, & Koch, 2005). These experimental results are captured by models that detect salient areas of
visual input and predict attention in a bottom-up fashion. The best-known example is the model of
Itti, Koch, and Niebur (1998), which builds saliency maps based on color, orientation, and scale
filters inspired by neurobiological studies of human vision. While there is evidence that saliency
is predictive of eye-movement behavior (Itti, 2005), other authors have argued that this is merely
a consequence of the fact that saliency is correlated with high-level properties that guide attention,
such as objecthood (Castelhano & Henderson, 2007; Nuthmann & Henderson, 2010). Similarly
Koostra, Nedereen, and De Boer (2008) and Zhang, Tong, Marks, Shan, and Cottrell (2008) have
shown that a range of others factors, including symmetry and Bayesian surprise, need to be taken
into account when predicting fixation locations.

The second group of models assume that top-down supervision of attention contributes to the
selection of fixation targets. Various types of top-down supervision have been observed experimen-
tally. Humans show the ability to learn general statistics pertaining to the appearance, position, size,
spatial arrangement of objects, and their semantic relationships. Chun and Jiang (1999) show that
observers are able to temporarily learn contingencies between objects. Similarly, Green and Hum-
mel (2006) show that perception is sensitive to the relative pose of pairs of objects. Hwang, Wang,
and Pomplun (2011) demonstrate that observers tend to fixate objects that are semantically related
in sequence.

A series of studies have also shown the importance of context in scene comprehension. Con-
text not only provides information about scene layout scene and type (Schyns & Oliva, 1994; Ren-
ninger & Malik, 2004), but also about object presence, location, and appearance (see, e.g., Bar,
2004; also Oliva & Torralba, 2007, discuss the effects of context on object recognition in detail).
Another important manifestation of context in scene understanding is contextual cueing: observers
are able to associate the locations of target objects with arbitrary scene contexts, and use this infor-
mation to speed up visual search when exposed to the same scene again (Brockmole & Henderson,
2006a, 2006b; Brockmole, Castelhano, & Henderson, 2006). Furthermore, it has been shown that
observers are able to extract low-level contextual information (scene gist) at very short exposures,
without need for high-level visual processing (Castelhano & Henderson, 2007). This has inspired
models that condition visual search on scene gist, such as the Contextual Guidance Model (Torralba
et al., 2006), to which we will return below.

Whether visual memory is used during scene comprehension, as well as the exact form of
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such memory, is the subject of an ongoing debate in the literature. Several studies have indicated
that visual search is memory-free (e.g., Horowitz & Wolfe, 1998; Wolfe, Klempen, & Dahlen, 2000).
Wolfe (1999) explains this result by proposing that vision produces loose groupings of simple visual
features such as the pre-attentive object files of Wolfe and Bennett (1997) or the proto-objects of
Rensink (2000), which dissolve upon the withdrawal of attention, meaning that visual search is
memory-free.

But there is also a considerable amount of evidence for the opposite effect, i.e., the influence
of visual memory in a range of search paradigms. For instance Gibson, Li, Skow, Brown, and Cooke
(2000), Klein (1988), Klein and MacInnes (1999), and Takeda and Yagi (2000) all show that vision
exploits information about which objects have been accessed within the same trial. Chun and Jiang
(1998, 1999) show that memory can also be used across trials to guide attention. Also the contextual
cueing effect discussed above is an example of visual search making use of information retained in
memory across trials. In the context of the present paper, the study by McPeek, Maljkovic, and
Nakayama (1999) is particularly relevant. Using a visual search paradigm, the authors show that
targets that match previously fixated targets are re-fixated more accurately and quickly than mis-
matching targets, indicating that attention is guided by short-term memory of visual features. Along
the same lines, Maljkovic and Martini (2005) show that short-term memory can be used to explain
effects of target frequency in visual search. In addition to this, memory effects have also been ob-
served in other experimental paradigms (e.g., change blindness); for a more detailed discussion,
refer to Hollingworth (2006), Shore and Klein (2000), or Woodman and Chun (2006).

The aim of the present paper is to explore the relationship between scene context and visual
memory. Existing experimental and modeling studies dealing with context effects rely on an im-
plicit form of memory, by assuming that participants remember, e.g., where objects are typically
located in a scene (Torralba et al., 2006), or which object typically co-occur together (Hwang et
al., 2011). In this paper, we postulate a more direct link between visual memory and context. We
test the hypothesis that the locations of the fixation that participant makes on a given scene can
be predicted based on their fixations on directly preceding scenes. We present a model that stores
fixation locations in memory, and compare its accuracy in predicting fixation locations to a model
that relies on object context (Torralba et al., 2006). Our evaluation uses two data sets: an existing
visual search data set from the literature (Ehinger et al., 2009), and a novel visual counting data set
that we collected.

Models of Context in Visual Attention

A number of models have been proposed to capture context effects on visual attention. A
prominent example is Torralba et al.’s (2006) Contextual Guidance Model (CGM), which combines
bottom-up saliency with a prior probability distribution encoding global scene information (gist).
The central quantity computed by the CGM is the probability that a target object O is present at
point X in the image:

p(O = 1,X |L,G) =
1

p(L|G)
p(L|O = 1,X ,G)p(X |O = 1,G)p(O = 1|G) (1)

Here, L is a set of local image features at X and G is a set of global features representing scene
gist. The first term 1

p(L|G) is the saliency model. The second term p(L|O = 1,X ,G) has the effect
of enhancing the features of X that belong to the target object. The third term p(X |O = 1,G) is the
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Figure 1. The architecture of the CGM. First, a saliency map is computed for the image. It is then modulated
with a contextual prior conditioned on global scene features. The resulting map is thresholded to select the
areas most likely to be fixated.

contextual prior, which provides information about likely target locations. The fourth term p(O =
1|G) is the probability that O is present in the scene. The model is illustrated schematically in
Figure 1. In Torralba et al.’s (2006) implementation of the CGM, the second and the forth terms are
omitted, yielding:

S(X) =
1

p(L|G)
p(X |O = 1,G) (2)

This equation describes contextually modulated saliency S(X) as the combination of bottom-up
saliency and a prior on the likely location of the target, both conditioned on global features repre-
senting scene gist. These global features are computed by pooling local features over 4× 4 non-
overlapping windows; the resulting vectors are reduced using principal component analysis.

In following sections, we describe a model of visual attention that predicts fixation locations
in visual search tasks. Our proposal is conceptually similar to the CGM, but the top-down modu-
lation of saliency in our model is based on the memory of previously found targets, rather than on
global scene properties. Moreover, we show that the knowledge of expected object locations can
be learned incrementally, and that no prior is needed to achieve satisfactory results in predicting
fixation positions. Additionally we show that combining both sources of knowledge (context and
memory) enhances search performance.

Methods

Model Architecture

We propose the Memory Modulated Saliency (MMS) model of eye-movements in scene com-
prehension. Like the CGM, our model combines bottom-up saliency with a top-down estimate of
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Figure 2. The architecture of the proposed MMS model. First, a saliency map is computed for the image.
It is then modulated with a memory map estimated using fixations landing within the target objects or their
center of mass on previously seen images. The resulting map is thresholded to select the areas most likely to
be fixated.

likely target positions. In contrast to the CGM, our model does not assume any correspondence
between global representations such as scene gist and human behavior. Instead, we assume that to
estimate likely target positions, viewers rely on their memory of targets encountered in previous
scenes. This information is then used to modulate a standard saliency map. The schematic architec-
ture of the MMS model is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 3 presents an example of the computations performed by the model when fed a series
of images. In the first step of each cycle, the saliency map of the image is calculated and modulated
with the learned target position distribution. The resulting modulated map contains the model pre-
diction for the fixation locations for this image. In the next cycle, the distribution of target object
locations is updated based on the fixations the participant made on the targets in the previous image.
The resulting updated memory map is then used to modulate the saliency map for the current image,
resulting in fixation predictions for this image. The actual fixations are then again used to update
the memory map in the next cycle, and so forth.

Salience Map We approximate saliency as the probability of the local images feature L in a given
location based on the global distribution of these features (similar to Torralba et al., 2006):

p(L) ∝ e−
1
2 [(L−µ)T Σ−1(L−µ)] (3)

Here µ is the mean vector and Σ the covariance matrix of the Gaussian distribution of local features
estimated over the currently processed image. The local features are a set of Gabor filter responses
computed over three color channels for six orientations and four scales, totaling 72 values at each
position.
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Figure 3. The computations performed by the MMS model. The incoming image is converted into a saliency
map. The map is then modulated with a memory map computed based on target positions on previous images.
resulting map is thresholded to select likely fixation locations.

Memory Map The top-down component of our model is implemented using memorized infor-
mation, without access to image statistics or global scene representations. The MMS model learns
a distribution over target object positions, and uses this distribution to modulate saliency. We make
the simplifying assumption that this distribution is Gaussian.

1 An additional simplification is that only the distribution of vertical positions is considered,
while horizontal position assumed to be uniform. This is similar to an assumption made by Torralba
et al. (2006).

For some images, no memory map can be estimated, because there are not enough target
objects present in past scenes within allowed memory depth. This usually happens when the first
few images in the experimental sequence are processed. A uniform distribution of target positions
is assumed in this case.

Object Positions The position of a fixated object can be stored in memory in a number of ways.
A naive choice would be to use the center of mass of the fixated object as its position. This however
does not capture the fact that objects are can be large, non-homogeneous entities, with fixations not
always landing on the center of mass, or several unrelated fixations falling within an object’s area.
Moreover, this approach would not use the information provided by saccades and fixations directly.
Hence the position of an object is approximated using following rules:

1
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1. If a fixation falls within the object area, then the object position is approximated by the
fixation coordinates.

2.
3. 2

4. If no position can be calculated using rules 1–3 then the object is assumed not to have been
noticed by the participant, and thus discarded.

Once the object position has been approximated in this way, it is used to update the mem-
orized distribution over target objects, as detailed above. After each update, the saliency map is
modulated with the memory map to obtain the overall attention map.

Updates happen once per image based on the fixations on the target object in that image. If
an image does not contain a target (which is the case for half of the images in the visual search data
set), then no update is performed. If an image contains multiple targets, then all of them are used
for the update. This situation occurs in the visual count data set.

Figure 3 shows an example of how the various maps evolve over time in our model.

Memory Depth An important questions regarding the computation of the memory map is what
memory depth to use, i.e., how many previous fixations should be taken into account when esti-
mating the distribution over target positions. In the experiments reported below, we manipulated
memory depth by computing the memory map based on the three most recent fixations (MMS3),
the ten most recent fixations (MMS10), or all previous fixations (MMSunrestricted). The memory
depth of three was chosen as it provides a lower bound on what can be achieved by memorizing
fixations locations: at least three fixation points are needed to estimate a Gaussian distribution over
target locations. The memory depth of ten is based on the assumption that ten is the maximum
number of fixations that can plausibly be held in human short term memory. MMSunrestricted is
included to provide an upper bound on what a memory-based model can achieve. (Note that we will
later also add MMSdual as a way of simulating category-specific memory.)

Note that assuming a Gaussian distribution over targets has potential limitation. People are
able to capture and exploit more specific information such as the position of interesting areas or
the spatial arrangement of objects (e.g., De Graef, Christiaens, & d’Ydewalle, 1990; Chun & Jiang,
1998). Additionally, memory decay effects and the distinction between long and short term memory
are not modeled by the MMS, even though they have been shown to have an effect on visual tasks
(e.g., Davelaar, Goshen-Gottstein, Haarmann, & Usher, 2005). As mentioned in Introduction, there
is an ongoing discussion whether memory plays a role in visual search. However, it is important to
note that previous studies have either been conducted on artificial stimuli (e.g., visual arrays), or fo-
cused on a particular phenomenon. Our aim, in contrast, is the more general one of investigating the
role of memory as top-down supervision of low-level attentional mechanisms. For this, we believe,
a simplified implementation of visual memory is sufficient.

Combined Model We also investigate an extended version of the MMS model which combines
the memory map with a contextual map representing prior knowledge as it used by the CGM. The
modulation map M is constructed as a simple weighted mean of the memory map MMS and a
context map CO derived from the context oracle (see below for details on the context oracle). The

2For the visual search data, the mean size of an object is 0.93◦ visual angle horizontally and 1.92◦ visual angle
vertically. For the visual count data, the mean size is 1.77◦ horizontally and 3.90◦ vertically.
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Figure 4. The architecture of the proposed joint model. First, a saliency map is computed for the image. It is
then modulated with a map computed as weighted sum of the memory and context maps. The resulting map
is thresholded to select the areas most likely to be fixated.

value of the resulting map at position x,y is computed as:

M(x,y) = ω ·CO(x,y)+(1−ω) ·MMS(x,y) (4)

Here, ω is a weight parameter determining the proportions at which the maps are combined. The
architecture of this model is depicted in Figure 4.

Visual Counting Experiment

Method We evaluate the performance of the MMS model on eye-tracking data collected during
a visual counting task. In this task, 24 participants were asked to count the number of occurrences
of a cued target object, which was either animate (e.g., man, woman) or inanimate (e.g., bin). The
data set consisted of 72 photo-realistic scenes (both indoor and outdoor scenes), each containing
one to three instances of the target object. The animate targets were all people, the inanimate targets
were drawn from a wider range of categories; Figure 7 shows the frequency with which each target
category occurred in the experiment.

A random order of the 72 scenes was generated for each participant (no blocking was used).
Participants viewed each scene for as long as they liked, and then pressed one of three response
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Table 1: Breakdown of missed targets by target animacy (rows) and number of targets in a scene (columns)

Cue One target Two targets Three targets Sum
Animate 4.08 0.63 0.50 5.21
Inanimate 7.19 7.07 4.11 18.37
Sum 11.27 7.70 4.61 23.58

buttons to indicate whether one, two, or three targets were present in the scene. Then the next
scenes appeared; no feedback was provided.

The data was collected using a head-mounted eye-tracker with a sampling rate of 500 Hz.
The images were displayed with a resolution of 1024 × 768 pixels, subtending a visual field of
approximately 20 degrees.

Results and Discussion The data set consists of 54,029 fixations collected over total of 1,738
trials. The average trial length was 4.84 seconds, with a standard deviation of 3.96.

Model Evaluation

Visual Search Data In addition to the visual counting data described in the previous section, we
also evaluated our model against the visual search data of Ehinger et al. (2009). In their experiment,
14 participants were asked to locate an animate target object, i.e., a pedestrian, in 912 naturalis-
tic urban scenes, half of which contained the target. The data was collected using an eye-tracker
with a sampling rate of 240 Hz, the images were displayed with a resolution of 800 × 600 pixels,
subtending a visual field of about 24 × 18 degrees. This data set consists of 38,334 fixations.

CGM with Context Oracle The context oracle is based on manually annotated ground-truth
maps, which were generated as follows. Participants are asked to mark on the y-axis the regions
where the target object is likely to be found. Then these regions are then blurred using a Gaussian
filter and aggregated over the different participants to obtain a single map for each image. We use
the context oracle maps collected by Ehinger et al. (2009) for their data set, which are based on the
context judgments of seven participants. For visual counting data, we generated our own context
oracle maps, based on the judgments of five participants collected using the same procedure as used
by Ehinger et al. (2009).

It is important to note that the can only serve as a approximate upper bound of CGM perfor-
mance. It is not meant to estimate how much contextual guidance is possible in general. The context
oracle is limited by the fact that each participant had to select a single y-axis location per target, even
if there were multiple possible target locations. Effectively, the probability of not selected locations
is estimated at zero; while this may be acceptable for some objects, it is unlikely to work for targets
that can occur in a wide range of possible locations. Scene complexity is also potentially important:
the assumption of a single location per scene is likely to work less well for complex scenes.

Performance Measures In the Results and Discussion section below, we compare how the differ-
ent models using receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves. These curves plot the true positive
rate of a model (also called hit rate) against its false positive rate. Our ROC curves are computed
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over all fixations a participant makes on a given image, as we are interested in how well the model
predicts fixations in general, not just fixations on target objects. A true positive therefore is a fixation
location correctly predicted by the model, a false positive is a fixation location incorrectly predicted
by the model.

The models under investigation do not assume a fixed number of fixations per image; how
many fixations a model predicts for an image depends on a threshold that determines what percent-
age of the image is selected for evaluation.3 As the threshold is proportional to the false positive rate
of the model, we will simply plot the threshold values on the x-axis of our ROC curves. In order to
statistically compare model performance, we calculate the area under the ROC curve (AUC) of each
participant. The AUC measures the probability that a classifier will rank a randomly chosen positive
instance higher than a randomly chosen negative one, and is equivalent to a Wilcoxon test of ranks,
and closely related to the Mann-Whitney U-test (see e.g., Fawcett, 2006). We submit AUC means
to an ANOVA analysis, where we compare the performance of the different models pairwise, e.g.,
Saliency against MMSunrestricted.

In the visual counting data set, we also test the impact of target animacy on model perfor-
mance. In line with the visual cognition literature (Fletcher-Watson, Findlay, Leekam, & Benson,
2008), we expect our models to perform better on animate targets, as they are more quickly and
accurately identified than inanimate targets, therefore exhibiting less variance in fixation behavior.
Note that the identification of inanimate objects is also complicated by the fact that they are more
variable than animate objects, both in the terms of the range of object categories they belong to, and
in terms of the positions at which they can appear in the image. We will return to this point in the
section Varying Memory Depth below (see also Figure 8).

Results and Discussion

Distribution of Fixations

Figure 5 gives histograms of the vertical coordinates of the fixations in the two data sets.
The histograms show percentages of all fixations (red lines) and percentages of fixations on the
target objects (green bars). We find that these distributions are similar for both of the data sets. This
finding is consistent with the hypothesis that visual attention is efficiently allocated to regions which
are contextually relevant.

Alternatively, Figure 5 could also be explained by a central bias for both fixations and object
locations, which has been reported in the literature (Tatler, 2007). This is a point to which we will
return below, when we test a baseline model which remembers a random set of fixations, rather
than storing the n most recent fixations. The random model matches the distribution of the fixations
in the data set it is trained on; it therefore has an inherent central bias and should also pick up
occulomotor biases that are present in human search behavior (Tatler & Vincent, 2009). Crucially,
the random model does not use information about the order of fixations and therefore can serve as
realistic baseline against which to compare the MMS model, which makes use of order information
(see section Random Baseline below).

3Thresholding works by selecting the points with the highest model values until the threshold is reached. For example,
a threshold of 10% on a saliency map means that we select the points with the highest saliency until we have selected 10%
of the image. We then count how many of the fixations fall within these 10%. If we select 100% of image, we trivially
predict all fixations correctly.
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Figure 5. Histograms of vertical coordinates of fixations in visual counting (left) and visual search (right).
The green bars depict percentages of fixations on the target objects; the red line shows percentages of all
fixations.

When we plot horizontal fixation positions for the visual counting data set (see Figure 6,
left panel), we find a uniform distribution, which means that there is no general central bias for
horizontal positions in this data set. For the visual search data, we find a bimodal distributions of
horizontal positions, rather than a central bias (see Figure 6, right panel). The bimodality is an
artifact of the experimental design which underlies this data set.4

Varying Memory Depth

Figures 9 and 10 show the ROC curves obtained by the different models for the two data sets.
Overall, we find that the MMS models have a higher hit rate, i.e., proportion of fixations on target
areas, than saliency in both data sets. This finding confirms that top-down knowledge is fundamental
for model performance in goal-directed tasks, such as search. Crucially, we observe that even MMS
models with small memory perform better than saliency.

In order to confirm this visual impression, we performed an ANOVA comparing the area
under the RUC curve of the saliency-only model with the area under the curve of the MMS models
(the AUC values are averaged over participants for both data sets, so the degrees of freedom are
derived from the number of participants). The AUC values are summarized in Table 2.

4Ehinger et al. (2009) designed their stimuli as follows:

For the target-present images, targets were spatially distributed across the image periphery (target locations
ranged from 2.7◦ to 13◦ from the screen centre; median eccentricity was 8.6◦), and were located in each
quadrant of the screen with approximately equal frequency. (Ehinger et al., 2009, p. 950)

The fact that the authors placed target deliberately at the screen periphery explains the bimodality of horizontal po-
sitions in Figure 6 (right panel). There is only a weak bimodality in vertical positions in Figure 5 (right panel), which
is probably due the fact that their target objects (which were always pedestrians) show a central bias vertically, which
presumably counteracts the peripheral bias in the stimulus design.
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Figure 6. Histograms of horizontal coordinates of fixations in visual counting (left) and visual search (right).

Table 2: Performance of the models on the visual counting and visual search data sets. Given is the area under
the ROC curve, averaged over participants (the table lists means and standard deviations).

Model Visual search Visual count
Saliency 75.33±1.10 80.91±1.68
MMS3 77.18±0.72 81.55±1.50
MMS10 79.60±0.89 83.22±1.47
MMSunrestricted 82.89±0.82 83.78±1.52
CGM 82.67±1.01 83.19±1.64
Random3 70.61±0.83 78.54±2.00
Random10 75.21±1.10 82.65±1.61

For the visual search data set, we found a significantly larger area under curve for MMS3,
the MMS model with a memory depth of three fixations, when compared to saliency (F(1,13) =
27.8, p < 0.0001). Also MMS10, with a memory depth of ten fixations, outperformed saliency
(F(1,13) = 192.8, p < 0.0001). We obtained similar results for the visual counting data, where
the area under the curve was not significantly different between saliency and the MMS3 model
(F(1,24) = 2.0, p > 0.1), but it was larger for MMS10 compared to saliency (F(1,24) = 26.6,
p < 0.0001).

The difference observed between the two data sets is due to the larger variability in the visual
counting task. The counting task used both animate and inanimate targets, while the search task only
used one specific type of animate target (i.e., pedestrians). Furthermore, in the counting task, most
animate objects belong to three frequent object categories, while inanimate objects belong to a larger
number of categories, each of which only occurs once or twice (see Figure 7). It is also the case that
animate objects are often located at the center and bottom part of the image, e.g., a pedestrian on a
cross-walk, whereas inanimate objects can be found at a wide range of locations, see Figure 8. This
source of variation is not present in the search data (compare Figure 8 to Figure 5). Moreover, the
possibility of having multiple target causes participants to inspect the scene longer than during the
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Figure 7. Frequency of different targets in the visual counting task. Marked red are animate objects while
inanimate objects are blue. Note that most animate objects belong to just three categories, which while for
inanimate objects are distributed over a larger number of infrequent categories.

search task, which again increases the variability of visual responses.

When comparing the MMS models with the (i.e., the approximation of an upper bound of
the performance of the CGM), we find that only MMSunrestricted, i.e., the memory model using
all available fixations, is better than the , and only on the visual search data set (F(1,13) = 5.4,
p = 0.02). We observe an improvement on the visual counting data set when we assume separate
memories for animate and inanimate objects, i.e., MMSdual (to be discussed in more detail below).
The performance of MMSdual is not statistically different from that of the (F(1,24) = 2.9, p >
0.09). Any model with a smaller memory performs worse than the on both data sets.

We repeated the evaluation using the position of the center of the mass of the target objects. In
this analysis, the MMS did not memorize the fixation positions directly, but instead we computed the
center of mass of the fixated object, and used this as the target position for the MMS to memorize.
This analysis was meant to simulate a situation in which no fixation data is available to the model,
and it instead has to rely on object positions, just as the CGM does during training time.

This analysis revealed no difference in performance for visual count data. In the case of the
visual search data, a difference was only observed for the smallest memory size, where using center
of mass led to significantly improved performance (about 1.5% increase in AUC, F(1,13) = 32.84,
p < 0.0001). Presumably, fixation data at a memory depth of three is fairly noisy, and this noise is
smoothed out by using the center of mass of objects, rather than the fixation data directly.

More generally, the lack of a significant difference in most conditions between models using
real fixation locations and the centers of mass means that the MMS does not have to rely on fixation
data in order to update the memory. On more theoretical level, this result supports the finding of
Nuthmann and Henderson (2010), who show that the preferred viewing location of an object is
close to its center of mass in naturalistic scenes; this is in turn predicted by the cognitive relevance
hypothesis of Henderson, Brockmole, and Castelhano (2007) and Henderson et al. (2009).
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Figure 8. Distribution of vertical locations for animate (left) and inanimate (right) targets on the visual
counting data. Animate targets are usually located at between half and two thirds of the image height, while
inanimate objects are distributed more evenly across the image height.

Random Baseline

In order to provide a baseline against which to compare the MMS model, we also tested
a version of the model that does not remember the n previous fixations, but a set of n randomly
chosen fixations. This means that the baseline model does not have access information about the
order in which the fixations occurred, but should capture general biases in fixation behavior and
target locations, such as the central bias observed in the data (see Figure 5).

The baseline model was implemented by randomly scrambling the order of the fixations
on the target objects. In doing so, we preserved the number of fixations per image, and fixations
were randomized only within participants. The scrambled data set therefore has the same overall
distribution of fixation locations as the original data set, and the same number of fixations is used to
compute the memory map for each person/image combination.

We computed two version of the random baseline model, Random3, which with a memory
depth of three, and Random10, which a memory depth of ten (if we were to assume unrestricted
memory then the random baseline would be identical to MMSunrestricted). The AUC values for
these models for both the search and the counting data sets are displayed in Table 2. For the vi-
sual search data, we find that Random3 performs significantly worse than saliency alone, the worst
predictor of fixation locations (F(1,13) = 97.33, p < 0.001), while Random10 is not significantly
different from saliency (F(1,13) = 0.1, p = 0.754). On the visual count data, we again find that
Random3 is significantly worse than saliency (F(1,24) = 21.86, p < 0.001), while Random10 is
significantly better than saliency (F(1,24) = 13.65, p < 0.001) but significantly worse than the
corresponding memory-based model MMS10 (F(1,24) = 6.43, p = 0.0146).

This set of results indicates that the performance of the MMS can not be attributed to general
biases in fixation behavior and target locations, but is driven by the fact that the MMS uses the
locations of the most recent target fixations to predict the location of the current fixation.
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Figure 9. Prediction performance for the visual counting task for MMS with memory of three, ten, and an
unrestricted number of fixations (MMS3, MMS10 and MMSunrestricted), MMS with a separate memory for
animate and inanimate objects (MMSdual), the approximation of a CGM performance upper bound (CGM
with context oracle), and the Saliency baseline. The curve is an ROC curve which plots true positives (hit rate)
against false positives (proportion of image selected by the model). The red line marks the 20% threshold used
by Torralba et al. (2006) in their evaluation.

Dual Model and Combined Model

Given the differences between animate and inanimate objects in terms of their typical location
and their distribution over categories, it makes sense to consider evaluate model performance on
animate and inanimate targets separately. Table 3 provides the relevant AUC values. We observe that
all models have a better performance on animate targets than on inanimate ones (F(1,24) = 40.8,
p < 0.0001). This motivates the introduction of a dual memory version of the MMS model, which
maintains separate memory maps for animate and inanimate objects,

This model (MMSdual) improves performance compared to (F(1,24) = 3.9, p = 0.05).
MMSdual fails to outperform an MMS with unrestricted memory (F(1,24) = 0.7, p = 0.39). While
this result is encouraging, it also raises questions regarding the level of granularity that is appropriate
for category specific memories. It is possible that the animate/inanimate distinction needs to be re-
fined further, for example suing subdivisions such as human/animal for animate and artifact/natural
object for inanimate. It seems plausible to assume that the MMS tracks a small number of object
types and keeps separate memory maps for each of them. Furthermore, the granularity of the object
types may be task-dependent. This is an issue that should be addressed in future research.

An analysis of the fixations generated by the MMS model and by the CGM reveals that both
models tend to predict fixations at different locations, in spite of their similar overall performance.
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Figure 10. Prediction performance for the visual search task for MMS with memory of three, ten, and an
unrestricted number of fixations (MMS3, MMS10 and MMSunrestricted), MMS with a separate memory for
animate and inanimate objects (MMSdual), the approximation of a CGM performance upper bound (CGM
with context oracle), and the Saliency baseline. The curve is an ROC curve which plots true positives (hit rate)
against false positives (proportion of image selected by the model). The red line marks the 20% threshold used
by Torralba et al. (2006) in their evaluation.

Figure 11 presents the overlap o of predictions calculated as fraction of fixations found by both
models for various threshold sizes:

o =
|predicted(MMS)∩ predicted(CO)|
|predicted(MMS)∪ predicted(CO)|

(5)

where predicted(·) denotes set of fixations correctly predicted for a given model (MMS or CGM),
and | · | denotes set cardinality.

The relatively low overlap of the predictions for both models for smaller threshold values
suggests that combining them should be beneficial. Indeed, we found that the simple joint model
described earlier (see Figure 4 and equation (4)) section improves AUC values. The benefit of using
a combined model is clear in the case of the visual search data, on which it achieves an AUC value
of 86.01 (SD = 1.33) for a weight of ω = 0.6. This AUC value is significantly better than that of
the MMS model alone (F(1,13) = 55.20, p < 0.0001). In the case of the visual count data, the
combined model achieves an AUC value of 84.26 (SD = 1.48) for ω = 0.4, which however is not
significantly different from the AUC value of the MMS model alone (F(1,24) = 1.18, p = 0.28).
This can be explained by the fact that the overlap ratio for the two models is higher for the visual
count data.
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Table 3: The performance of the proposed models split by animacy of the target objects for the visual counting
task. Given is the area under the ROC curve, averaged over participants (the table lists means and standard
deviations).

Model Animate Inanimate All
Saliency 81.16±1.58 80.67±2.23 80.91±1.68
MMSdual 84.74±1.23 82.92±1.95 83.83±1.38
MMS10 84.61±1.51 81.84±1.90 83.22±1.47
MMSunrestricted 85.13±1.44 82.43±1.98 83.78±1.52
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Figure 11. Overlap of fixations locations generated by MMS and CGM with context oracle calculated as the
number of fixations found by both models over the total number of fixations predicted. Visual count data on
the left, visual search data on the right. Note that this is not an ROC curve; rather, we plot the overlap of the
models against the false positive rate.

Overall, our results demonstrate that a simple model of visual search based on the memory
of previous fixations can perform as well as, if not better, than a more complex model such as the
CGM, which integrates bottom-up saliency with context information conditioned on global scene
features.

It is also important to note that MMS model performance does not degrade on a visual count
data set consisting of different scenes with a wide range of visual contexts. Instead, the MMS model
still performs better than saliency and comparable to the CGM on this data set. Moreover, we have
shown that it is beneficial to combine both sources of knowledge: a model that includes prior con-
textual knowledge and memory of fixation locations showed improved performance, at least for the
visual search data.

Conclusions

We presented a computational model that predicts fixation locations in visual search. Our
approach is conceptually similar to the Contextual Guidance Model of Torralba et al. (2006), which
combines saliency with scene gist and top-down context information about likely target positions.
To obtain the context information, the CGM is trained offline on a large set of images with manually
provided object labels. The Memory Modulated Saliency model that we propose, on the other hand,
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Figure 12. Performance of joint MMS/CGM model on visual count (left) and visual search (right) data. Note
that this is not an ROC curve; rather, we plot the AUC achieved by the joint model against the relative weight
ω of the contextual maps predicted by the two models used to modulate saliency.

does not require a separate training phase and does not involve the calculation of image or scene
statistics. Instead, the MMS model keeps the last few fixations the participant made in memory, and
uses them to predict likely positions of target objects.

The MMS model performs significantly better than saliency on two experimental data sets,
demonstrating the benefit of memory for the prediction of fixation locations. An MMS model with
unrestricted memory outperforms the (an approximation of an upper bound on CGM performance)
on visual search data, and achieves equal performance on visual count data.

We also investigated whether a memory-based model needs to have access to fixation coor-
dinates. We tested this by replacing the fixation coordinates with the coordinates of the center of
mass of the fixated objects. We found that the performance of the resulting model is the same as
that of the original version of the MMS that uses fixation coordinates. This means that fixations are
not central to the model, they can be eliminated from it without degrading performance. All that the
model requires is knowledge of fixated objects and their positions. It is therefore conceivable that
the MMS can be trained in an offline fashion using images with object annotations, similar to the
CGM, though the details of such a training scheme remain to be worked out.

We also demonstrated that a combined model that uses a weighted sum of the MMS memory
map and the CGM context map outperforms the both individual models on the visual search data.
This result indicates that a complete model of attentional guidance needs to combine features of both
models. One important aspect of the CGM that is not present in the MMS is scene gist. In the CGM,
the salience of a location in an image is conditioned on the scene gist (see equation (2)). It seems
likely that integrating gist would also be beneficial to the MMS: fixation locations (or alternatively,
center of mass points) could be conditioned on gist in the same way. We leave this as an issue for
future research.

Another potential limitation of the MMS model is that it requires a predictable, serial trial
structure. It seems likely that memorizing fixation locations will only work if all the trials in a ex-
periment are similar to each other (e.g., they are all search trials, or all counting trials, as in the two
experimental data sets we tested). In an experiment in which different types of trials alternate, per-
haps in an unpredictable fashion, having a memory of fixation locations in immediately preceding
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trials is likely to be less useful. However, it is conceivable that fixations memory could be condi-
tioned on trial type, or that separate memories for different trial types could be maintained to solve
this problem. (This would be similar to the dual memory model that stores animate and inanimate
targets separately.)

We also found that the dual memory model, which stores the locations of animate and inan-
imate objects separately, outperforms a model with just one type of memory. If we assume that
animate and inanimate objects differ in the their typical location in the scene, then storing their lo-
cations separately provides a restricted form of contextual guidance. It in conceivable to extend this
approach and introduce separate memories for a larger number of categories. How many object cat-
egories are required is likely to be task specific, so a category-aware version of the MMS potentially
should also include a way of learning which (and how many) categories need to be distinguished
in a given task. Perhaps this learning could happen in an offline training phase just as in the CGM.
This would then provide a less ad-hoc way of integrating the two models, a clear improvement over
our combined model, which simply computes the weighted sum of the memory map and the context
map.

An important conceptual difference between the two models is the type of learning that they
capture. The CGM, by assuming an offline learning phase for target locations based on a large
training set, effectively models how humans learn the typical positions of objects during childhood
(or even beyond that for novel objects). The MMS, on the other hand, models short-term learning
as it happens while human perform a specific task, and learn target locations based on where the
targets where a few fixations ago. It seems that human behavior is driven by both types of learning;
the two models should therefore be seen as complementary, pointing again towards the need for an
model that integrates components from both the CGM and the MMS.

On a more theoretical level, our results provide an alternative explanation for the tendency of
experimental participants to only fixate contextually appropriate regions. In addition to using prior
context information, participants seem to memorize likely target locations from previous trials, and
use this information to guide their search on the current trial.
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